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Dear Parents,
It's been a busy week at
The Compton!
On Wednesday, our Year
10 Drama students performed their devised
plays to their peers. The themes of gender
equality, racial discrimination, the impact of
lockdown and the class system were
explored with sensitivity and delivered
powerful and important messages.
Thursday saw staff and students 'Walking to
Tokyo' in a charity event organised by Ms
Milne and our
Charity Leaders.
Funds were raised
for two charities:
The 'Noah's Ark
Children's
Hospice' and
the 'Teenage
Cancer Trust'.

THOUGHT FOR THE WEEK

As a team 242km was walked (and
run) over the course of the day.
Congratulations to all involved.

As the walking ended on Thursday the
partying began, as Year 13 arrived for
their leavers event. It was a wonderful
opportunity to celebrate a fantastic year
group. Wood fired pizzas cooked on site
and a visiting ice cream van were enjoyed
by students and staff alike. We look
forward to our Year 11 Leavers' Event
scheduled for 24th June.
I would like to wish you and your families
and restful and safe half term break.

Ann Marie Mulkerins
Headteacher

Spotlight on…Mock Exams and Mini Assessment Preparation: Year 10 and Year 12
After half term, both Year 10 and Year 12 students will complete mock examinations and in-class end of year assessments.
This is an important assessment point for these students and they should revise carefully over the half term break to
ensure that they are effectively prepared.

Year 10 Assessments
The Year 10 assessments will take place between Monday 14th June and Friday 2nd July. These assessments are important
because they allow students the opportunity to practise for GCSE examinations next summer; they motivate students to
begin their revision for these examinations in Year 10; and they can be used to identify areas that the students still need to
develop. Assessments will be sat in class and subject teachers will inform students when their assessment will be over the
3-week period. Even though these assessments will be sat in lesson time, they will be treated as equivalent to mock
examinations and all of the usual expectations of students working in exam conditions will apply. Students will not be on
study leave and will have to be in school in full uniform.

Year 12 Mock Examinations
We have written to the parents of all students in Year 12 regarding the mock examinations. Please see the attachment for a
copy of the mock exam timetable. Students will be on study leave from Monday 7th June until Monday 14th June. Normal
lessons will resume on Tuesday 15th June. As the study base is being used for the examinations, students should ensure
that they have an appropriate space to work in at home. If students are travelling a long distance or if they want to remain
on site between exams to revise, there will be designated rooms available for them to do so. All of this information has
been shared with students by their Form Tutor this week.

How should students prepare?
We wanted to share some key revision strategies and advice from both staff and students to help support students in their
exam practice and preparation time at home. We know how daunting revision can sometimes feel but it can be a very
valuable and rewarding process, if done well.
It can be tempting for students to spend a long time making fancy flashcards and pretty diagrams – this is not always
effective use of revision time. Instead, students should follow the guidance below to ensure that they maximise the impact
of their exam preparation time at home. Students have been introduced to these concepts by their teachers and form
tutors in school.

Top Tips from Students: How to Revise

Planning for Revision – Spacing and the Science of Memory
Just like at school, having a timetable for revision time is recommended as it helps students revise in a targeted and
strategic way. Using the exam timetable, ensure that adequate slots are dedicated to each subject; exams that are
scheduled earlier in the timetable should naturally be tackled first.
However, the key to effective revision is to start early and spread it out – this is called spacing. To commit something to
memory takes time – actors don’t attempt to learn all of their lines in the night before a performance – therefore, spreading out the revision of one subject in shorter chunks over several days allows time in-between to ‘forget’ and then
‘re-learn’ the material; this technique has been proven to be one of the most robust in the field of educational science and
memory.
Moreover, plan ahead for time to be as productive as possible by avoiding distractions, like mobile phones and televisions,
and planning slots around meal times.
Students should also spend some time considering how they like to learn; everyone learns in different ways. Some like
visual diagrams and charts; others like to listen to instructions: revision is a hugely personal topic and it is worth testing out
a few methods to see what suits the individual learners the best.

Past Papers/Tests
Leading researchers suggest that self-testing and attempting past papers is the most effective way to improve students’
ability to recall information. Taking practice tests FIRST also allows students to identify gaps in their own knowledge so that
they can revise in a more strategic way. Students should ensure that they know their examination board for each subject
(there are several used within the school) and have adequate materials to be able to self-test using actual past papers.
Students could also quiz themselves after a revision session to see what they can remember.

Techniques for Organising and Remembering Content
After students have self-tested and identified gaps in their understanding, they should then revisit the subject content
to address the gaps in understanding. There are several tried and tested techniques that students can use to synthesise
and them remember large chunks of information:

Mind Maps: Mind-mapping is a
method for storing, organising,
prioritising
and
reviewing
information. It presents an
overview and a summary of
information that often combines
words and pictures together. A
central theme needs to be located
in the middle of the page
(birthday); from the central
theme, associations then radiate
out (party, gifts, location etc.), then
second level associations, third
level and so on. When associations
are created, connections are made;
connections are essential for learning and remembering. Some psychologists argue that connections should be made with
curved lines, rather than straight, as the brain likes curved lines. Students should also be careful not to overload their
mind-maps with associations as this can feel overwhelming. Colour-coding can also be helpful for remembering key
concepts: research shows that people who use colour and images in their imagination, when they are learning, are better
at remembering than those who don’t.
Knowledge Organisers: Knowledge organisers are a simple tool that provides clarity for both students and teachers. A
successful knowledge organiser summarises and condenses all the most vital information and powerful knowledge about
a topic or sub-topic on a single page. These can look different in every subject area; some example templates can be seen
here:

Geography Knowledge Organiser

History Knowledge Organiser – Nazi
Germany

Flashcards: Flashcards are sets of small,
double-sided cards used to learn and
revise details, keywords and vocabulary.
They are useful for learning the relationship between two pieces of information.
Students write a question or key term on
the front and then the answer or
definition on the back. The most effective
way to use flashcards is actively – flashcards should be used to test knowledge, not just as a way to condense notes further. Rereading notes is a passive activity
and not the most economical use of revision time. Equally, students don’t want to overload their brains with wordy
answers and should remember this simple rule: one idea, one flashcard.
Take it to the next level by combining words and pictures. The Pictorial Superiority Effect (PSE) explains that our brains
find it easier to recognise and recall visual inputs – pictures are easier to remember than words. John Medina, memory
expert, explains that text is pretty inefficient as words are actually viewed by our brains as lots of tiny little images that it
has to process to find meaning. This takes time so pictures beat text – especially in the revision world. Medina discovered
in his research that, after three days, someone is likely to remember around 10% of information they read. If an image is
added to text this figure increases and 65% of information is remembered!
Some ideas for images that could be added to flashcards:
· Authors and people – draw a simple portrait or stick figure
· Places – a quick map
· Dates and sequences of events – a timeline
· Process or system – a flowchart.
These pictures should not be works of art – quick and simple sketches are great.
Podcasts: Seneca offers free online podcasting materials for GCSE and A Level students. Spotify also hosts a wide range
of revision podcasts for students to listen to on the move.
Revision Website and Online Learning Platforms: Each department will signpost for students where to find a range of
online resources for revision. The school’s Firefly page (every student has a login) has a range of revision materials for every
subject: English and the Humanities subjects use this platform. Students have access to Seneca which has revision materials
for every subject area as well as Educake for English in KS3-4. The Oak National Academy also has full lessons and resources
for students to explore across the curriculum. Students can also use MyMaths and Mathswatch at home.
Revising Together/Teaching Others
The ‘Protégé Effect’ is a proven scientific technique that has been shown to improve memory and recall. After students
have learned something, they should attempt to teach someone else. Teaching others forces you to reorganise
understanding in a clear and structured way. Students could use social media in a positive way at home – be careful not to
allow distractions!
Emily Walker-Nolan, Assistant Headteacher

Wellbeing Tips

COVID-19 testing over May half-term
As lockdown eases, taking a rapid COVID-19 test twice a week, even if you do not
have symptoms, will help us stay ahead of the spread of the virus, particularly as
new strains appear. Around 1 in 3 people with COVID-19 have no symptoms and are
spreading the virus without knowing. This includes those who have had their
vaccine.
We want to thank you for your continued support in testing. Over 40 million tests with staff and students have
now been conducted as part of the education testing programme. So please

continue to test twice-weekly

over half-term and test before returning to school.
The result of a rapid test could be positive, negative or even void. But whatever it is, it should be reported
straight away, every time. Recording all test results helps scientists stay ahead of the virus by spotting new
outbreaks quickly and advising how to respond.
Reporting results is easy. Go to report a COVID-19 lateral flow test result or call 119 free from a mobile or
landline. Lines are open every day, 7am to 11pm. Support is offered in 200 languages as well as British Sign
Language and Live Video Assistance.

Students
‘Excellence for All’
Royal Mail Covid Heroes Stamp Competition
The Royal Mail for the fourth time ever in its history has been running a competition for children between the ages
of 4 and 14 to design a stamp based on their Covid Hero. This could be a group of people like nurses, the police,
public transport drivers or even a certain individual that they know who have continued to go to work throughout
the pandemic when the majority of us have been following the stay at home rule. Eight chosen designs will go into
print and into circulation so that when you buy yourself some first class stamps to send a birthday card to friend or
relative later on in the year, it may very well have a design recognising the hard work of these Covid Heroes during
strange times. The top eight designs that go into print will be given the royal seal of approval by Her Majesty the
Queen as well as winning themselves a place in the history of the Royal Mail and a thousand pounds worth of
vouchers for themselves and a thousand for their school. There a wide range of runner-up prizes as well.
From the large numbers of entries that students have submitted and have now been sent off to the Royal Mail we
can easily see what creative and talented students we have at The Compton School. I am glad that it is not me
having to make the decision of which designs go into print as I could be easily see many of these going into print and
being sent around the country on the front of envelopes. Here is a selection of the entries that students in Year 7 to
9 produced and I am sure you will agree with me they have done an amazing job in recognising the hard work of
key workers across this country as well as those individuals that mean a lot to them.
Mr Pearce (Design and Technology)

Drama News
Well done to the GCSE Drama students who performed for their exam on Wednesday, 26th May and it went
really well.
Just to congratulate all of the students in both classes for their hard work and brilliant performances.
Sarah Tunnadine
Head of Drama

Free Maths Summer School for Years 7-9
Learn maths over the
summer , the fun
way !

What is it:
Eedi Summer Club - a maths summer program 100% free of charge that will help to boost pupils’
confidence in maths so it’s sky high for the new school year
Students will get free, unlimited access to self-paced lessons and live support with real maths teachers
over the summer holidays.
They will also hold fun weekly maths competitions to boost motivation and make things fun and engaging.

How can YOU sign up and get Eedi Summer Club for free?
Easy! Follow this link to sign up: https://eedi.com/summer-club?via=teacher-invite
You will automatically get Eedi Summer Club 100% free of charge when you sign up with your link before
June 14th.

Click here to sign up and for more information: Eedi Summer Club

Junior Maths Challenge Problem-solving Pioneers
The Compton Year 7 and 8 Set 1A and 1Bs took part in the Junior Maths Challenge 2021 between the 27 th and
29th April this year. This prestigious national competition is a celebration of problem solving and thinking
outside of the box and our students have risen to the challenge!
Of the results obtained nationally, the top 40% of the nearly 300,000 entries are rewarded with a Bronze, Silver
or Gold certificate, in the ratio 3:2:1. Receiving a Bronze Certificate means that person achieved in the top 40%
of entrants, a Silver Certificate means achieving in the highest 21%, while a Gold Certificate rewards those in
the highest 7% of scores.
This year, the following scores resulted in those awards: Bronze – 45+, Silver – 57+, Gold 73+, Junior

Kangaroo – 73+

Rewarded with a Bronze Certificate
Itai Insler
Simon Winter
Anya Lazarevic Lewis
Aleena Latif
Raphael Strang
Oliver Mortensen
Luca Cavana

Minha Lee
Anedo Cara
Archie Lovejoy
Hazel Lewis
Imaad Wardak
Itamar Shabtay
Ollie Ashberry
Isaac Messenger

Uri Elkin
Alexander Eady
Martina Hyde
Shunsuke Katsumata
Toby Vettiankal
Esat Beyaz
Mia Bidgway

Rewarded with a Silver Certificate
Alma Shabtay
Cheryl Tan

Lale Mitchell
Sam Meskarian

Deen Bhagat
Rimay Harlow

Jessica Vali-Tsang

Sebastian Lenkiewicz

Eva Charles

Sefat Rahim
Eleanor Moir

Kareena Joshi
Amelie Williams

Matija Jovanovic
Ismail Ahmad

Ali Haghi

Anastasia Nasto
Matti Strelitz

Anusan Rasanayagam

Rewarded with a Gold Certificate and progressing onto the Junior Kangaroo
Reece Wilson

Zicheng Zhang

Aashi Jain

Shaan Bhartiya

Sebastian Steel

Harry Jacobs

Saffron Conway-Brand

Yudai Tsuruta

Moosa Arslan

Each year the top 10,000 students across the country are invited onto a second round, to explore some further
problem-solving called the Junior Kangaroo. This year, we are also celebrating nine of our students who have
been invited to this.

We can’t wait to see how they do on the 15th of June!
A particular well done to Reece Wilson, who achieved the Best in School Award and the Best in Year 7 score;
and to Aashi Jain who achieved the Best in Year 8 prize.
Congratulations to all of those who participated. The Compton Maths Department.

6th Form News
The Young Professionals Virtual Work
Experience is back running across 7th, 8th &
9th June. We have PwC, Sky, HSBC, GSK, RAF
and many others joining us during the three
days. We will be running skills based sessions
(looking at CV's, Interviews, Assessment
Centres, LinkedIn / Networking etc...) along
with employer
insight
/
workshop
sessions. There will be 2 individual based
projects students will be set to work on in
their own time (out of school hours) which will form part of their Virtual Work Experience interactive tasks.
Key Details:
 7th, 8th & 9th June 9am - 3pm each day
 Open to all students in school / college (in particular those that will have left after half term)
 An opportunity to take part in skills based workshops as well as interaction with multiple global employers
 2 project based activities to be completed whilst on program
 To explore lot's of different employment sectors as well as gaining a better understanding on the job market,
world of work and key skills employers look for
Certificate and reference on completion
Application Link:
https://www.surveymonkey.co.uk/r/YP-Virtual-WEX

‘The Parent Perspective’ Podcast
“The Parent Perspective” is an exciting new 8-part podcast series for parents and carers, helping them
to support their children with careers advice and guidance.

About the podcast
Parents and carers are one of the biggest influencers on a young person making their career decisions.
Together with Not Going to Uni, we want to make sure that we are supporting parents to feel informed
and confident in providing careers support and guidance to their child, so that they ultimately make the
best decisions for them.
This podcast will provide a space for listeners to:
 Explore which careers are available today
 Showcase the experiences of interesting and diverse role models
Provide real-time insights into how the world of work is changing
…all through a parents’ perspective.
Each episode will feature a panel of diverse parents, bringing their questions and insights to expert
speakers to try to tackle and offer practical solutions to some of the challenges parents currently face in
supporting their children to make informed decisions.

Tune in

We’re on Apple Podcasts, Spotify, Google podcasts – and all the usual podcast channels. Make sure
you subscribe on your preferred platform.

Music Department News
Student Showcase Summer Term 1
Many congratulations to the following students for being selected for our Summer Term 1 Student Showcase. They have
displayed an excellent and consistent effort to music during this half term.
7C: Mbalanhle Ncube & Archie Lovejoy
70: Dominic Santucci & Sophia Khan
7M: Ali Haghui & Nasy Pearce
7P: Zicheng Zhang & Lyanna Lai
7T: Sean Thapes & Maya Corrall
7N: Haruki Oda & Julia Wojton
8C: Anastasia Nasto & Ali Mohammad
8O: Shunsuke Katsumata and Fiona Rusta
8M: Sebastian Ortiz & Tenesha Whittaker
8P: Tate Greenwood & Alma Shabtay
8T: Eva Charles & Edward Hankin
8N: Reed Kenny & Isabella Yang
8H: Ella Isted & Luca Colucci
8S: Freya Mc Carthy & Taksh Pujara
9A1: Woorim Lee & Assia Boukili Makhoukhi
9A2: Khyran Robinson & Lumini Van Trigt
9A3: Sam Seifi & Era Berisha
9A4: Blagovest Tsekov & Katie Ferris
9B1: Tyler Sowah & Esha Daryanani
9B2: Sophia Mbazira & Callum Clark
9B3: Emily Barber & FrancisRusta
9B4: Baran Kaywan & Musawir Azizi

Y10 GCSE Music: All Students
Y11 GCSE Music: All students
Interested in widening your listening musical palette?
Check out the female composer – Clara Schumann
Clara Schumann | Composer | Biography, music and facts about pianist-composer (classicfm.com)

Science News
Last Thursday, in science club, Ms Grigorova
taught students how to make homemade
speakers using paper plates, this was also
related to the topic electromagnets which Y8
students have currently finished.
Students found out that when they plugged
their homemade speaker into an audio device
and played a song, they were able to hear the song coming from the speaker.
Students noticed this happens because audio devices send electrical signals to
the coil of wire, which turns it into a temporary magnet. This temporary magnet
pushes on the permanent magnets, causing the paper plate to vibrate. This
vibration generates sound waves in the air that are picked up by your ear!

KEYDATES
May
31:
Jun
1-4:
7:
22:
24:
25:

Half Term
Half Term
Return to School—Week A1
Y9 Immunisations
Y8 HPV—1st dose
Y8-Y9 Immunisations

